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⚠ Possible FF ⁉ alleged CIA Whistleblower claims he helped false �ag

Christchurch (/v/GreatAwakening/3114396) ( GreatAwakening (/v/GreatAwakening) )

submitted 3 days ago by MolochHunter  M

David Anthony Ruck born Connetticut, raised in NZ

alleges he is a CIA agent who was ordered by Clinton, Podesta, higher ups

bit light on details in ths snippet - but here it is

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1109226326731472896.html

(https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1109226326731472896.html)

another source

http://paulfurber.net/videos/ruck-confession.mp4 MP4  (http://paulfurber.net/videos/ruck-

confession.mp4)

https://twitter.com/paul_furber/status/1109249455218479105 (https://twitter.com/paul_furber

/status/1109249455218479105)

and here's a more detailed '1000 points of light' whistleblow video where he talks about the new

world order and the level of sophistication MK ultra has gotten to now, of which he was

allegedly an operant

https://paulfurber.net/videos/ruck-keystone.mp4 MP4  (https://paulfurber.net/videos/ruck-

keystone.mp4)

edit

ok so now ive had a look at the 12 minute 1000 points of light vid - he's pretty redpilled - but he

seems to slip up. He says 'the mosque shooter was APPARENTLY Australian'

How the fuck would he not know if he supposedly set up the false �ag ?
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Sort: Top

[–] spiffyaintit (/u/spiffyaintit) 6 points ( +6 |-0 ) 3 days ago 

Here in NZ there is a guy called Cameron Slater, he is a well-known right-wing blogger and had

deep connections to a lot of the politicians over the past decade or so.... he's well-known, but not

that well liked by leftist circles.

Well, In Jan/Feb of this year it was revealed that he had suffered from a massive stroke. When?

October of last year.

So I went on a search of this David Anthony Ruck's twitter page. I found it, and found some

veeeeeery interesting tweets. From when? October of last year. The 25th, to be exact.

Check out the two central tweets, the �rst @jacindardern (https://voat.co/u/jacindardern) and the

second @whaleoil (https://voat.co/u/whaleoil)

https://ibb.co/2tkBJWm (https://ibb.co/2tkBJWm)

@Whaleoil (https://voat.co/u/Whaleoil) #NothingToLose #EverythingToGain #MAGA

#USCITIZEN #PatriotsUnti #WORLDWIDE #RedWave #WWG1WGA #TheGreatAwakening

#TheStorm #ItsOVER #FakeMEDIA #Exposed #Qanon + #MNZGA = #LOL

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vKj4upY1VYI YouTube  (https://www.youtube.com

/watch?v=vKj4upY1VYI) … #WeThePeople #InGodWeTrust #RedWave #HOOAH

@DeepStateExpose (https://voat.co/u/DeepStateExpose) @qanon76 (https://voat.co

/u/qanon76)

@jacindaardern (https://voat.co/u/jacindaardern) #SwampDraining #RememberMe?lol

#USPATRIOTS #UNITED #WORLDWIDE #REDWAVE #MAGA #MNZGA #Q #QANON

#TheGreatAwakening #WWG1WGA #KAPPA #Stigmatized #SlaterGoesDOWN

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w211KOQ5BMI YouTube  (https://www.youtube.com

/watch?v=w211KOQ5BMI) … @Whaleoil (https://voat.co/u/Whaleoil) #HAHAHAHHAHAA

#PayBacksABITCH #LMAO #WhoIsQ ��������	
����� #BOOM #DarkToLight ♂

Now at this point you're probably thinking.... what do these two tweets prove?

Well, it's like this:

NOT A FUCKING SOUL knew about Cameron Slater's stroke until this year!! No one.

But this guy tweets cryptic, veiled threats / revelations of involvement?????

I'm not saying he's legit involved in the christchurch shooting, but he sure as fuck has some

foreknowledge of things given he knew on the 25th of October that Cameron Slater had something

big go down. My bet is Slater's stroke was a hit.

Edit: Here's the guy's twitter if you want to track things down for yourselves. https://twitter.com

/RuckAnthony (https://twitter.com/RuckAnthony)

Archived tweets:

http://archive.fo/EIe9l (http://archive.fo/EIe9l) http://archive.fo/pvwQV (http://archive.fo/pvwQV)
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link (/v/GreatAwakening/3114396/17584916)

[–] divine_human (/u/divine_human) 1 points ( +1 |-0 ) 2 days ago 

hmmm... if ruck shows being red-pilled back in october, why should he organize the shooting

in march? makes no sense to me.

link (/v/GreatAwakening/3114396/17588850) parent (/v/GreatAwakening/3114396/17584916)

[–] ThirtySevenTen (/u/ThirtySevenTen) 1 points ( +1 |-0 ) 2 days ago 

He did say that the 'good guys' used the 1000 points of light to activate him every once in

a while. And dropped little seeds when they did. Maybe this is evidence of that?

link (/v/GreatAwakening/3114396/17591961) parent (/v/GreatAwakening/3114396/17588850)

[–] Notimportant36 (/u/Notimportant36) 1 points ( +1 |-0 ) 2 days ago 

The more I look into this shooting, the more I'm convinced that the whole scene was

choreographed and acted out, and nobody was killed at all.

(Not the disappearing clips, that's a result of poor frame rate and a slight �sh eye lens

effect)

link (/v/GreatAwakening/3114396/17591504) parent (/v/GreatAwakening/3114396/17588850)

1 reply

[–] spiffyaintit (/u/spiffyaintit) 0 points ( +0 |-0 ) 1.9 days ago 

From what I could gather, it was organized long ago. Perhaps he was the original intended

gunman?

link (/v/GreatAwakening/3114396/17598903) parent (/v/GreatAwakening/3114396/17588850)

1 reply

[–] MolochHunter  M [S (/v/GreatAwakening/3114396)] 1 points ( +1 |-0 ) 2 days ago 

Bravo my man. Nice digging

link (/v/GreatAwakening/3114396/17585281) parent (/v/GreatAwakening/3114396/17584916)

[–] spiffyaintit (/u/spiffyaintit) 0 points ( +0 |-0 ) 3 days ago  (edited 3 days ago)
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This is his most recent FB page, his prior one was removed by FB / DS the same day he sent out the

above tweets.

https://www.facebook.com/pro�le.php?id=100011331190796 (https://www.facebook.com

/pro�le.php?id=100011331190796)

ETA: On his Facebook page there are pics of him with semi automatic ri�es.... at the same shop

(brand anyway) that the shooter allegedly bought a lot of his guns from (Gun City LTD).

A friend DM'd me earlier and reminded me that Methven (where training by the cops was taking

place) was a frequently-visited locale by this guy -- judging by his photos.

link (/v/GreatAwakening/3114396/17584922) parent (/v/GreatAwakening/3114396/17584916)

[–] magavoices (/u/magavoices) 4 points ( +4 |-0 ) 2 days ago  (edited 2 days ago)

It's bullshit. He wants you to chase down the rabbit hole of "yeah, we killed 50 people, and Obama

told me to." When Obama hasn't been POTUS in 2+ years.

He doesn't want you to go down the rabbit hole of "nobody was shot, it was a staged event". There

are multiple videos deconstructing it as a false �ag, videos showing the actors in bloodstained

out�ts walking around like its a rehearsals ... nobody died in that FF.

Edit: "he" being the guy that made the video, not the OP.

link (/v/GreatAwakening/3114396/17585502)

[–] white_eagle (/u/white_eagle) 3 points ( +3 |-0 ) 2 days ago 

People can die in a FF. When you say no one died, that means it's a hoax. I'm leaning towards

the conclusion that it's a hoax also.

link (/v/GreatAwakening/3114396/17586897) parent (/v/GreatAwakening/3114396/17585502)

[–] magavoices (/u/magavoices) 5 points ( +5 |-0 ) 2 days ago 

I watched a video with the gunman shooting clips and the bullet casings disappearing in

mid-air.

I watched a video with the victims walking around a room like it's a dress rehearsal, where

some were laying on the ground in a pool of blood then sitting up, other women talking

casually while others laying on ground, and still others with bloodied out�ts walking

around like nothing happened.

I read/watched an article and commentary on the video explaining over 20+ red �ag

markers showing how the actual video was a hoax, things like the shooter steps out of

vehicle with gun and people in street not being alarmed ... lack of continuity, misplaced

clips, a guy supposedly dead but kept moving around ...
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Yes, people can die in a FF. But not this one.

If it were actual shootings, actual people getting killed, the government would want everyone to

watch it. The only reason they're trying to reel it back in is because of the inconsistencies.

link (/v/GreatAwakening/3114396/17586970) parent (/v/GreatAwakening/3114396/17586897)

1 reply

[–] RockmanRaiden (/u/RockmanRaiden) 1 points ( +1 |-0 ) 2 days ago 

Finding 50 dead bodies is not di�cult for them, assuming there were any. I imagine the whole

town was on lockdown due to the drill going on conveniently. We have dummies and someone

�led the paperwork of '49 casualties.' Which was tossed at the reporters.

As far as OP goes, I know the story is bullshit because referring to the 1000 points of light is

meant to catch OUR attention speci�cally.

link (/v/GreatAwakening/3114396/17587931) parent (/v/GreatAwakening/3114396/17585502)

[–] Lonegunman65 (/u/Lonegunman65) 1 points ( +1 |-0 ) 2 days ago 

You deserve a thumbs up for your intuition!

link (/v/GreatAwakening/3114396/17587100) parent (/v/GreatAwakening/3114396/17585502)

[–] PygmyGoat (/u/PygmyGoat) 0 points ( +0 |-0 ) 1.3 days ago 

Just because Obama hasn’t been POTUS for 2+ years doesn’t mean Obama wasn’t involved.

He’s been on a world tour ever since Trump took over. I wouldn’t put anything past him.

link (/v/GreatAwakening/3114396/17608763) parent (/v/GreatAwakening/3114396/17585502)

1 reply

[–] ArielQ�ip (/u/ArielQ�ip) 3 points ( +3 |-0 ) 2 days ago 

Interesting. One theory I have read is all the writing on the guns was to hide they weren't real.....

link (/v/GreatAwakening/3114396/17586996)

[–] j_Dawg_01 (/u/j_Dawg_01) 1 points ( +1 |-0 ) 2 days ago 

^^THIS^^

link (/v/GreatAwakening/3114396/17588867) parent (/v/GreatAwakening/3114396/17586996)
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[–] jonnyquest (/u/jonnyquest) 2 points ( +2 |-0 ) 2 days ago 

Born on Connecticut, eh?

What the hell is wrong with CT!? State is fucked.

link (/v/GreatAwakening/3114396/17587540)

[–] Backoftheqanon (/u/Backoftheqanon) 2 points ( +2 |-0 ) 3 days ago 

He does name Podesta as one of those who gave the order, who as we know was in NZ 5 days

before the FF happened, at which time he named NZ as a "juicy target".

link (/v/GreatAwakening/3114396/17584846)

[–] MolochHunter  M [S (/v/GreatAwakening/3114396)] 1 points ( +1 |-0 ) 3 days ago 

@Srayzie (https://voat.co/u/Srayzie) I think you need to be across this

link (/v/GreatAwakening/3114396/17584779)

[–] srayzie  M 0 points ( +0 |-0 ) 2 days ago 

Damn! Good �nd. Do you believe it?

link (/v/GreatAwakening/3114396/17590009) parent (/v/GreatAwakening/3114396/17584779)

[–] MolochHunter  M [S (/v/GreatAwakening/3114396)] 0 points ( +0 |-0 ) 2 days ago 

not yet.

where are his speci�cs. How exactly did he 'help out' ?

Is this just an MK ultra subject crying for attention?

as mentioned, he says he helped, but then in his other video he seems unfamiliar with

Brenton Tarrant

But as another user pointed out, he tweeted some really prescient shit last year when the

deep state did a hit job on some other new zealander

link (/v/GreatAwakening/3114396/17594961) parent (/v/GreatAwakening/3114396/17590009)

1 reply

[–] i_scream_trucks (/u/i_scream_trucks) 1 points ( +1 |-0 ) 3 days ago 
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Plausible deniability if he is degrees removed from the shooter. Means you have to dig far further to

prove links.

link (/v/GreatAwakening/3114396/17584633)

[–] Phantom42 (/u/Phantom42) 0 points ( +0 |-0 ) 2 days ago 

Alleged Patriot Boomer claims he knows shit about anything.

link (/v/GreatAwakening/3114396/17590276)
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